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When preparing heat shields it is important to wear safety glasses, gloves and cover any
skin that may come into contact with the material to avoid cuts and abrasions.

This kit is designed to be a universal �tment across a range of round hydraulic engine 
mounts, however the shield may not be suitable for all applications. Please determine
the kit’s suitability before using.

Kit Contents:
- Engine Mount Heat Shield x 1
- Heat Shield Bracket x1
- Rivets x 2

Fitment/ Installation

It is important to place the shield be used between
the heat source and the engine mount.

    Using the supplied bracket determine the position of the
    shield and the bending that may be required to position
    the shield correctly. The bracket can be bent in a number of
    ways to allow for installation.

    Once the bracket has been modi�ed test �t and line
    the shield up with the mounting holes to check
    positioning.

Make any adjustments necessary, and once pleased
removed the bracket and fasten to the shield with the
pop rivets supplied.

Re�t the completed assembly and fasten any hardware
that may have been loosened during installation.
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Kits also o�ered in Starter Motor and Turbo variations
For any other technical enquiries visit our website
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